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IN THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

WONG DIN, \
Plaintiff in Error,

vs.

THE UNITED STATES OF }No. 1097.

AMERICA,

Defendant in Error.

BRIEF OF DEFENDANT IN ERROR.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

The statement of the case in the brief of the plaintiff

in error contains a substantially accurate statement of

the facts of the case in so far as they have a bearing

upon the assignments of error relied upon in the brief,

and it is not necessary further to enlarge upon it.
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ARGUMENT.

(ASSIGNMENT NO. 2.)

Of the twenty-one assignments of error, counsel for

plaintiff in error insist upon but five. The first assign-

ment urged (Assignment of Error No. 2) is predicated

upon the fact that the conviction of the plaintiff in

error, Wong Din, was based upon the testimony alone

of Thomas T. Burnett, who v/as an accomplice with

the defendant in the crime committed.

Counsel make the point that, in the Federal Courts,

the testimony of an accomplice is insufficient to sustain

a conviction. But the only case they cite in this con-

nection is that of U. S. vs. Logan, 45 Fed., 872. It is to

be observed, in the first place, that this case was re-

versed by the Supreme Court in U. S. vs. Logan, 144 U.

S, 263.

Aside from this, it is the well-established rule at com-

mon law, and that which prevails in the Federal Courts,

that the uncorroborated testimony of an accomplice, if

believed by the jury, is sufficient to sustain a verdict of

conviction. It is well settled that, in the absence of a

statute, the credibility of an accomplice is for the jury,

and that, while the uncorroborated testimony of an ac-

complice should be received with caution by the jury,

and should be weighed with great care, and the Court

should, and usually does, instruct them to that effect,

still they may, in the absence of a statutory provision to



the contrary, convict upon the evidence of an accom-

plice, although his evidence maybe uncorroborated.

See:

Cyclopedia of Lav: and Procedure, Vol. 12, pp.

453-4, and cases there collated.

"Convictions may be sustained on testimony of an ac-

" complice alone, although the Court may in its discre-

*' Hon advise the jury not to convict on such uncorrobo-

" rated testimony."

Hughes Criminal La'di', p. 836, sec. 3172, and

authorities cited.

"No presumption of law exists against the credibility

" of the evidence of an accomplice, so that at common
" law a conviction may be had on his evidence alone.

" The credibility of witnesses, whether accomplices or

" not, is for the jury exclusively."

Underhi/l on Criminal Evidence, sec. 73, pp.

90-91.

"The interest of an accomplice who turns State's

" evidence, as it is called, is always to be considered as

" affecting his credibility. You are, however, the sole

" judges of his credibility. While it is proper for you

" to look for testimony corroborating the testimony of

" Miller, yet if, from the tenor of his testimony, you

" find it so coherent, natural and apparently truthful

" that it satisfies you he has told the truth, then you have



" the right to convict on his testimony, even if uncorrob-

" orated" (Charge of Blodgett, J.).

U. S. vs. Fleming, i8 Fed., 907, 916-7.

An accomplice is a competent witness in a trial for

conspiracy.

U. S. vs. Saci, et ah, 2 Fed., 754.

Wolfson vs. TJ. S., loi Fed., 430.

U. S. vs. Howell, 56 Fed., 21, 39.

U. S. vs. Babcock, 3 Dill, 581, Fed. Case No.

H, 487-

The rule in the Federal Courts is now so well settled

that we deem it unnecessary further to encumber this

brief with citations in support of it. It may be noted

here, however, that the District Judge was very careful,

in his charge to the jury, to caution them with regard

to the credibility they should attach to the testimony of

the accomplice, Burnett, as the following extracts from

his charge will show:

"Now, in regard to the testimony given by the wit-

" ness Burnett, I instruct you that it is your duty to

" weigh his testimony precisely as you would that of

" any other witness.

"Of course, gentlemen, you cannot escape the conclu-

" sion that he is a man of depraved moral character

—

" that, of course, is evident from his testimony. Of
" course, it is possible, however, for a man of bad moral



" character to tell the truth, and the question for you to

" determine is whether his testimony is true. You will

" consider his manner upon the stand, the reasonable-

" ness of his testimony, and whether or not he has any
" motive for swerving from the truth in any way, and

" in consideration of all these matters you will give to

" his evidence the credence to which you think it is

" entitled.

"In other words, it is for you to determine whether

" you believe his testimony or not. If you believe his

" testimony, why, as a matter of course, it would be your

" duty to act upon it. If you do not believe it, or if

" there is in your mind a reasonable doubt as to its truth,

" then it will be your duty to give the defendant the

" benefit of the doubt and return a verdict of not guilty.

" Of course, you are to view his testimony with caution,

" but if, after having carefully considered it, you are of

" the opinion that you believe it and are willing to

" found a verdict upon it, why that is your privilege to

"doit" (Tr., pp. 64-65).

(ASSIGNMENT NO. 5.)

Taking up assignment number five, discussed in the

brief of counsel for plaintiff in error, which relates to

the sufficiency of certain allegations in the indictment,

it is respectfully submitted that the contention of coun-

sel is untenable. Counsel for plaintiff in error argue

that the indictment was not sufficiently specific, and that



it, in effect, did not inform the defendants of the nature

and cause of the accusation against them.

The learned Judge in the Court below held the

indictment to be sufficient. The gist of the

ofifense is that of conspiracy, and if there is

sufficient in the indictment to charge the de-

fendant, Wong Din, in conjunction with the other

defendants, with the crim.e of conspiracy, it is immate-

rial whether or not the details of that conspiracy are

specifically set out.

Counsel complain that many of the details of the con-

spiracy are "unknown," but that fact, of itself, does not

render the indictment insufficient. In the first place,

if the pleader did not know the details of the conspiracy

he could not plead them. In the second place, the mat-

ters not specifically set out and "unknown" are not mat-

ters of substance. It is immaterial what the names of

the vessels were upon which the Chinese were to be

transported from the Empire of China to the United

States; it is immaterial from what ports or places in

China the vessels bearing the Chinese to be landed

might come; it is immaterial what the names of the

Chinese who were to be substituted and landed were.

It is sufficient for all purposes that the indictment

charged that the defendant, Wong Din, in conjunction

with the other defendants, did conspire to commit an

offense against the United States, that is to say, to aid

and abet the landing in the United States of certain

Chinese persons. What the names of the vessels were;



what the ports from which they were to come ; what the

names of the Chinese coming from China who might be

landed; these matters of detail were all clearly imma-

terial and not indispensably necessary to the principal

and general charge of conspiracy alleged in the indict-

ment. They were, at best, simply matters of evidence

which might or might not be developed during the

trial.

The evidence in the case discloses that the agreement

or conspiracy to substitute, and thereby land, Chinese,

was a general agreement or understanding, and had ref-

erence to any Chinese in the County Jail of San Fran-

cisco, which the defendant, Wong Din, might desire to

have substituted. The testimony of Thomas T. Bur-

nett, on page 49 of the Transcript of Record, is to the

following effect:

"Mr. WoodWORTH.—Q. What was the purport of

" the conversation that you had with the defendant,

" Wong Din, in reference to the substitution of Chinese?

•'A. Well, he came there and wanted us to exchange

" Chinese."

It does not appear that the names of any particular

Chinese were mentioned at the time the conspiracy was

entered into, and all of these matters are immaterial.

If the indictment is sufficient in averring the conspir-

acy, that is, the meeting of minds to aid and abet the

landing of Chinese by substitution, it is obviously im-
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material what the names of the Chinese were, or what

the names of the vessels upon which they came were, or

from what ports or places in China they came.

It is to be observed that counsel for plaintiff in error

considered their objections to the sufficiency of the in-

dictment so trivial that they did not even ask for a bill

of particulars.

(ASSIGNMENT NO. 6.)

This assignment is predicated upon the ground that

the Court committed manifest error in denying Wong
Din's motion for a new trial and motion in arrest of

judgment. Counsel's argument in support of this con-

tention is absolutely untenable, and many of the rea-

sons referred to in connection with assignment number

tAvo are iterated in this connection.

(ASSIGNMENTS NOS. 8, lO AND 1 6.)

These assignments seem to be presented together by

counsel for plaintiff in error, and their purport relate to

the sufficiency of the evidence to justify the conviction.

It is only necessary to refer the Court to the evidence in

the case, which is very brief. If the jury believed the

testimony of the accomplice Burnett, that testimony was

sufficient to warrant the conviction of the defendant,

Wong Din. It was a matter solely for the jury to de-

termine. It was a question of the credibility of the ac-

complice, Burnett, or of the defendant, Wong Din, and

the jury believed the former. They saw the accom-



plice, Burnett, and the defendant, Wong Din, upon the

stand and heard their testimony, and were in a better

position to judge the relative credibility of the two.

(assignment NO. 21.)

Assignment number twenty-one is to the effect "that

" the said District Court committed manifest error to

" the great prejudice of the defendant, Wong Din, in

" refusing to permit his counsel to examine the remain-

" ing eleven jurors, after the discharge of the juror

" Mohr, for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not

" the withdrawal of a plea of not guilty and the enter-

" ing of a plea of guilty by defendant William F.

" Dasha, in the presence of said eleven jurors, would or

" would not prejudice the jurors, or any of them,

" against the defendant, Wong Din."

It is a significant fact that counsel for plaintiff in

error do not cite a single case in support of the proposi-

tion that the defendant was prejudiced by the action of

the Court in refusing to permit counsel, for the third

time, to examine the jurors upon their voire dire.

The bill of exceptions (Tr., pp. 40-41) shows that

the jury was impaneled to try the three defendants,

Wong Din, William F. Dasha and Thomas J. Demp-

sey, the defendant Thomas T. Burnett having turned

State's evidence and a severance having been granted as

to him. Immediately after the opening statement in be-

half of the Government had been made, one of the de-

fendants, Dempsey, applied to, and was granted per-
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mission by, the Court to withdraw his plea of not guilty,

and to enter a plea of guilty. Counsel for defendant,

Wong Din, thereupon asked for and obtained permis-

sion to re-examine the jurors for the purpose of ascer-

taining whether or not the change of plea by the defend-

ant, Dempsey, would prejudice any of them against the

defendant, Wong Din. Upon being questioned, all of

the jurors, except one Mohr, stated that the fact that

Dempsey had altered his plea of not guilty to that of

guilty, would not prejudice them against Wong Din.

Mohr stated that that fact would prejudice him so that

he would be unable to give Wong Din a fair and im-

partial trial, and he was thereupon excused from fur-

ther attendance in the case.

Immediately upon the opening of Court on the 6th of

April, 1904, and before a juror had been chosen to take

the place of the juror Mohr, and before any evidence

was introduced, counsel for the defendant, Dasha, asked

for and obtained leave to withdraw Dasha's plea of not

guilty and to enter a plea of guilty. Counsel for Wong
Din thereupon requested permission of the Court to re-

examine, for the third time, the remaining eleven

jurors. This request was denied by the Court, and sub-

sequently a juror was chosen to fill the vacancy caused

by the retirement of the juror Mohr.

It is difficult to see how counsel for plaintiff in error

can claim that their client was prejudiced by the refusal

of the Court to allow them to re-examine, for the third

time, these eleven jurors. They had previously stated.
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when they were examined, by permission of the Court,

the second time, that the fact that a defendant might

change his plea from not guilty to guilty would not

prejudice the defendant, Wong Din, in their estima-

tion. This they had once stated in positive and un-

equivocal terms, and there was no necessity of repeating

the same. The rights of the defendant were further

protected by the Court in its charge to the jury, when it

specifically instructed them as follows

:

"And I may say to you, gentlemen, that the fact that

" two of his codefendants have pleaded guilty to the

" charge contained in this indictment in your hearing

'' cannot be taken as any evidence whatever against this

" defendant. You are to decide the case solely upon the

" testimony to which you have listened, and base your

" verdict upon that alone, and not allow your minds to

" be in the least prejudiced by the fact that two of the

" defendants have pleaded guilty" (Tr., p. 63).

In view of this peremptory instruction to the jury

not to permit themselves to be influenced by the fact

that two of the defendants had pleaded guilty, and that

such plea in the hearing of the jury could not be taken

as evidence against the defendant, and in further view

of the fact that the Court did permit counsel for Wong
Din to re-examine the jurors already impaneled, it is

diflicult to conceive how the defendant, Wong Din, was

prejudiced.
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We respectfully submit that the evidence in this case

was sufficient to sustain the verdict of guilty, and that

the conviction should stand.

MARSHALL B. WOODWORTH,
United States Attorney for the

Northern District of California.


